
Click here for Log in 
screen

Use Last Year Log in
Most of the time it's 

email address

No matter what you had last year, 
use "cropmetrics" for password

Over
view

screen

List of all 
sensors 

you have

List of all 
fields you 

have

Sort and 
look for 
graphs

Acres of different crops

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

If you did not have an account last 
year your account login will be your 

email address and your password 
will be cropmetrics



This is what your list of fields will 
look like if you click on that icon. 

Click on a field to view graphs or use 
the search bar if you have quite a 

few

This is what your list of sensors will 
look like if you click on that tab 

instead of the fields tab. Click on a
field to view graphs or use status 

drop down at the top to see sensors 
that need attention



Serial ID of sensor
Last transmission
Battery Strength
Signal Strength

We use this to monitor status...dont' 
worry about it

Click on senor and this screen will 
show up

Click here to go right to your 
graphs

Depth of reading 18"
% Moisture (43.1%)

Don't worry about numbers below that
We use them for calculations

Electrical Conductivity Reading 2466.0
Higher numbers for higher clay content

Soil temp 74 degrees F

Step 4
Step 5



Status Bar
The Big Drop is Today

Yesterday is on bottom
Tomorrow's projected is on top
Want to keep it in Optimal level

Root Zone/Profile Moisture
Both of these show you % of Full or 

inches to Full depending on which you 
choose. You can look at today and 

forcast for next 3 days
Root Zone = water available to roots
Profile = Total water in the 3' profile

Evapotranspiration
Shows current Etc

And
Projected over the next three days 

taking into account weather, rainfall 

Soil Texture Where Probe Is Installed
Uses SSURGO data 

Can be adjusted if needed
Rest of information on this screen is 

monitoring and maintenance info we 
use...don't worry about it



Click here to go right to your 
graphs

First graph will show you all the sensors 
and the Volumetric Water Content of 

each. The wetest is on top and driest at 
the bottom

Use filter button to 
select other graph 

types

Select Graph Type to Pick Graph

Stacked Sensors - Like last year top down
Profile Sum - Total Water Content in 3' profile

Root Zone Sum - Total water in root zone

If you flip you device sideways you will see one month of data. Verticle defaults to one week



Stacked Sensor Graph
Data on each sensor from top down 

through the profile

Profile Sum Graph 
Data after todays date is projected water 

content

Root Zone Profile Sum Graph
Data after todays date is projected water 

content

These are the three primary graphs that you were used to seeing last year on VOGrow



This is where you will see your latest 
recommendation for this field. If you 

want to see past recommendations click 
on History

First screen after selecting a field from 
fields tab

Rainfall recorded today and chance's of rain 
for the next 3 days. Important piece of 

information we use to determine if we water 
this week or not

Soils - Shows the differing soil textures in the field 
based on SSURGO data
Nutrition - This is a N model that predicts the 
timing and amount of N needed to achieve yield 
goals
Crops - Where we upload planting data, hybrid, 
etc to populate the crop model which is a huge 
part of understanding the water needs of the 
crop. Very important that we have this filled out 
correctly.
Irrigation - Eventually this will have information 
for VRI scripts etc.

Satlite imagery for the field with a 
sensor. Allows you to look at the field 

to identify hot spots
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